THE 8 MYTHS ABOUT
BAREFOOT MASSAGE
WHAT THAT MEANS TO YOU

Whether you are using Ashiatsu, Fijian, or Barefoot Stretch Massage,
These are the 8 myths surrounding these deep tissue massage
techniques which are listed in detail below:

"the human foot is a
masterpiece of engineering
and a work of art."
- Leonardo Da Vinci
Myth #1
Clients won't except me using my feet.

Twenty years ago, very few massage therapists were using
barefoot techniques or even hot stones for that matter. Out of a
need to save my hands, I was the first to introduce both to my
conservative and elderly community. They loved it!
I too worried, but it turned out the only obstacles were the ones in my head. Soon after,
two of the 5-star resorts in the area added Ashiatsu to their menus of services. Not
because they thought it was a good idea, but because guests were requesting it.

Myth #2
I won't have the same sensitivity in my feet as I do my hands.
My feet are sensitive to tickling, but my hands are not. Feet have 200,000 nerve endings.
(Wikipedia) According to John Hopkins the hand has only 100,000 nerve endings. With
training and a little time, you can double the amount of information being sent to your
brain via your feet..
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Myth #3
I'm not the right size.

Admittedly, early on, I had been brainwashed into this faulty
thinking. Until, while teaching a class, a guest client requested
a therapist with more meat on her bones. That led to me
revamping the routine so that everyone could apply barefoot
techniques. The only rule now is that the table can hold you
and the client. And of course, there is the option to do Ashiatsu
and Fijian on a floor mat.

Myth #4
I'm afraid of heights.
There are even Ashiatsu Floor Bars and Fijian Massage,
which are all done with a client on a mat, and all while
you stand firmly on the floor. So, have no fear, we got
you covered.

Myth #5
This won't work for mobile house-calls.
As a house-call therapist, I offered two different techniques. Ashiatsu on the
floor, which uses lotion, and the client is undressed. Or the Fijian method, where
the client is fully dressed, and the massage therapist applies neuromuscular-like
trans-friction and pressing to the body of the client. But now, there is an
Ashiatsu Seated Barefoot Massage, where you sit on a tall barstool, and the
client is on a massage table. For clients that might not be able to get up off the
floor. It's perfect for house-calls!

Myth #6
Barefoot Massage replaces traditional hand massage.
Not true, you can use both either separately or together. Balance is what
we are all after — the more tools we have in our toolbox, the better the
more solutions we can offer to our clients. However, I do believe that
anything you can do with your hands; there is a way to do it with your feet.
You don't have to think outside of the box; you just need to remove it.
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Myth #7
Classes are too expensive.
Smaller class sizes allow for individualized attention. And there is no substitute for
good training or excellent educational materials to support you before and after the
course. There are also an online home studies option for the busy massage
therapists on a budget.
Also, there is a limit to how much massage you can
do in a day, along with a maximum threshold on
raising your prices. Adding barefoot modalities to
your menus of services allows you to do more
massage. Adding one more massage a day in a 5-day
work week, comes to $12K in a year. And besides,
what will you do if you incur an injury either from
overuse or a silly accident? Sounds like you can't
afford not to incorporate barefoot into your practice.

Myth #8
You can't learn hands-on technique via an online home study.
Who hasn't used Youtube to learn how to do
something? Some years ago, I took a live Myofascial
seminar with John Barnes. There were over 100
students in the room. Mr. Barnes demonstrated
from a stage, while we watched from a large screen
projection because we were in the back. I paid a lot
of money for a live hands-on workshop via a big
screen. Not to mention the myriads of distractions
with a class of that size. Also, I can say, I never
personally met John Barnes, nor did he pass by our
table. I at least offer Zoom or Skype to anyone who
takes one of our online courses where you receive
my undivided attention.

In conclusion:

Barefoot Massage is widely excepted.
Feet have more nerve endings.
Your height and weight don't matter.
Fear of heights isn't a problem.
It works for mobile massage.
It doesn't replace your hands.
There are affordable options available.
You can learn via an online home study

Michelle D. Mace is an LMT #MA24345, with over 20 years of experience. She
has been published in Massage Magazine and is the CEO of The Barefoot
Masters®, a developer of over a dozen unique CE massage techniques that save
the hands of massage therapists. We hope this was helpful to get your massage
practice headed in the right direction. NCBTMB Provider # 403532
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